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 bit St__: you can do whatever you want with it, but generally using dd would be a good choice gloobus: ah, very well, i will try
that, thank you for the advice Ben64, thx :) Gurdip, i think you can install the nvidia drivers manually but its quite a long process

I have an gtx970m that i don't need the open source drivers dellmott, not to install to a UEFI machine if the partition table has
been wiped out, you'll need to download the nvidia installer from their site I am not using UEFI so im not sure I just installed a
new Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS on my PC, and I cannot get wifi to work. iwconfig shows no wireless extensions, the hardware switch
is off. Gurdip, if you don't mind a cli install I'm sure you can get a good nvidia driver installed I am trying to avoid the cli since I

am still learning what the shell is for Gurdip, and I don't recommend using the 361 driver, it seems to be very buggy Yeah I've
heard about the different flavours of nvidia drivers they all require separate downloads though Gurdip, then choose a version in
the repos as the one recommended here the site has a list of supported cards all I have is a long list of packages Gurdip: any way

you can boot with nomodeset? How? Gurdip, maybe you can do some research with your graphics card in this list and choose
the best supported card for your config BluesKaj, theres not a direct link to download one of the nvidia drivers from here:
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